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INTRODUCTION

The first and foremost millennium development goal of the United
Nations is to eradicate poverty and hunger.1 One mission in this direction
aims is to create awareness and empower people to do all they can to
make a difference.2 To achieve this objective, it proposes two ways: (1)
Campaigning for government, business and consumer action that will
create important systematic change for the world’s extreme poor, and (2)
Building a movement that engages and educates people, and supports
them to take simple but effective individual actions for change. They place
emphasis on educating individuals and communities to realize human
potentiality to change the rules, systems and structures that keep them
poor. They direct the individuals aspire the values of a “global citizen”,
one who places his or her identity with the “global community”, that is,
(*) Co-Director – Dhammachai Tipiṭaka Project
1. United Nations Millennium Development Goals website, retrieved on 28
January 2014.
2.http://cambridge.tab.co.uk/2010/02/27/global-poverty-project-launches/,
retrieved on 28 January 2014.
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“humanity”, above his or her identity as a citizen of a particular caste,
class, race, ethnicity, nation or place.3 What I perceive in the proposed
two ways to end extreme poverty is a very Buddhistic approach that the
Buddha and his Buddhist community undertook in North India in the 6th
century BC by educating both the ruler and the people on the laws of
nature (dhamma) and the rules of law (dhamma/vinaya). They expected
from the people who practiced the dhamma to come to enjoy a moderate
life that goes above the poverty level and for the ruler to facilitate that
moderate life for the people by assuring their basic needs.
Although the Buddha’s teaching in the early discourses is mainly about
the arising and ceasing of “universal” suffering,4 it also has an aspect
that introduces a set of instructions specifically directed to the laity,
providing them with a family economic thought enshrined in a strong
moral frame-work of “lay disciplinary rules”, that conforms to and is
supportive of the laws of nature. It is the aim of this paper to point out
that any Buddhist programme established for the purpose of eradicating
poverty and hunger should not be a mere charity organization for no
where in the Buddhist discourses the Buddha and the early Buddhist
Saṅgha either practice or recommend to organize charities for uplifting
the poor. Any poverty alleviation programme by the Buddhists should
be an educational endeavor that empowers families to come out of their
poverty by realizing their human potential within the moral framework
expressed in the word dhamma. In this paper I will introduce this moral
framework with reference to the family economic thought presented in
early Buddhist thought so that those organizations that concentrate on
poverty eradication of individuals under the United Nations Development
Goals could give more focus on encouraging the “family concept” and
“family economy” embedded in a “social concept” and “social economy”
and also influencing the governments to facilitate “social economy” to
prosper so that the “family economy” could be benefitted.
Economics generally deals with “individuals and organizations engaged

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_citizenship, retrieved on 29 January 2014.
4. SN II 72
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in the production, exchange and consumption of goods and services”.5
The Buddha’s economic conception, however, deals with an employed
householder who, by adhering to a code of ethics, engages in production,
protection and consumption, in a family setting, and as such it may fall
within the modern micro-economics.6 In this economic thought, such
relevant concepts as family wealth, production, consumption, income and
expenses, making loans, division of labor, investment, buying and selling
and care work, more specifically child care and elder care are discussed
appropriating them to the micro-economics of the householder. The main
goal of this economic plan constitutes the family members’ well-being
and happiness in this life and in the next.7
Its strong emphasis on the moral integrity of the producers and
the consumers, its philosophical vision of interdependency of every
phenomenon, situation, or event, and its subjecting all stakeholders to
believe in a next life and in turn to accept that deliberately performed
actions bear fruits and that by means of energetic actions one can change
one’s direction of life and living, and much more, make this economic
plan unique. This linkage between economics and ethics instigates the
Buddhist family to endeavor for the simultaneous achievement of the
economic well-being and also the moral well-being, a healthy body and a
healthy mind. The simile of “three men” found in a discourse elucidates
this link: The first man is blind because he does not have either the eye
of making effort in gaining wealth or the eye of understanding what is
skillful and unskillful, right and wrong, what is great and mean, and good
and bad.8 The second man is one-eyed because he endeavors to progress
economically but not so to progress morally. The third man is the ideal
who has sight in both eyes. This last individual exercises his economic
5. See Dominick Salvatore and Eugene A. Diulio, Theory and Problems of
Principles of Economics, New York: McGraw Hill Company, 1980, p. 1
6. http://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/economics.asp 18/6/2013: “A social
science that studies how individuals, governments, firms and nations make choices on
allocating scarce resources to satisfy their unlimited wants. Economics can generally
be broken down into: macroeconomics, which concentrates on the behavior of the
aggregate economy; and microeconomics, which focuses on individual consumers.”
7. AN IV 281
8. AN I 128—130
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activities being himself situated within a strong moral framework. The
close link between economics and ethics is further evident from two sets
of qualities given to a householder. The first set consisting four factors
encourages the householder to make persistent effort in the production of
wealth, to protect the produced wealth, to associate with good friends and
to live balancing one’s income and expenses.9 The second set concerns
the practice of four moral values in him: confidence, good conduct,
generosity, and wisdom.
MORAL FRAMEWORK

In this integrated ethic-economic plan, the ideal moral practice expected
of the lay converts generally consists of abstention from evil, performance
of good, and purification of mind.10 This same practice, with a difference
in the order, is presented in layman’s term as three ways of making merits:
sharing, moral discipline, and the practice of meditation.11 For the average
laity whose goal is sensual enjoyment, the rightful fulfillment of the first
two with some practice of the third constitutes “righteous conduct”.
Abstention from doing evil constitutes refraining from thoughts,
words, and deeds that are conducive to self-harm, harm to others and of
both. They are “unwholesome”, “demeritorious” and “evil”.12 Destroying
life, taking what is not given, engaging in sexual misconduct, telling lies,
slandering, harsh speech, frivolous speech, intense desire, malice and
wrong view constitute a popular list of ten abstentions.13 One who abstains
from them has the luxury of enjoying the happiness of being blameless
with regard to the conduct of body, speech and mind.14 Performance of
good constitutes the actions known as “wholesome” and “meritorious”,
such as sharing one’s material wealth, teaching dhamma and caring for
the elders, the actions that do “not conduce to self-harm, to the harm of
9. AN IV 281—282
10. DN II 49
11. AN IV 241—243
12. MN I 415—420; akusala are the actions that hinder attaining nibbāna, and
apuñña and pāpa are the actions that hinder rebirth in the human and heavenly worlds.
13. MN I 47
14. AN II 70
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others and of both”.15 The golden rule of ethics in the Buddha’s teaching
is: “what is not pleasing and not dear to me is not pleasing and not dear to
the other as well”.16
In this economic plan, as it is presented to the young man Sigāla, the
family man avoids four bad actions, namely, killing, stealing, sexual
misconduct, and lying; four ways of partiality arising from desire, hatred,
fear, and ignorance;17 six ways of dissipating wealth:18 addiction to drugs,
sauntering in streets at untimely hours, frequenting degrading shows,
gambling, associating with evil characters, and habitual idleness. Finally
the family man, by fulfilling his duties, guards the six directions: parents
(east), teachers (south), wife and children (west), friends and relatives
(north), servants and employees (down), and religious teachers (up).
RIGHT LIVELIHOOD

This economic plan falls within the practice of the middle way, the
noble eightfold path that constitutes the practice of right view, right
intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right
mindfulness, and right concentration. In practice, the right view serves
as the guiding principle for the practice of the other seven. Hence, the
forerunner of practicing right livelihood is also the practice of right view.19
When practicing the right livelihood, one practices simultaneously three
other factors: the right view, the right effort, and right mindfulness.20 For
example, in choosing an occupation, one discriminates good occupations
from bad ones, endeavors to find a good one, and finally decides the
appropriate job mindfully.21 One can practice the right livelihood at one
of two levels: mundane kammic level or supra-mundane nibbānic level.22
The lay follower often selects the first and practices it by avoiding wrong
15. MN I 415—420
16. SN V 353—355
17. See also AN II 18—19
18. DN III 181ff
19. MN III 75
20. MN III 75
21. MN III 75
22. MN III 75
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types of livelihood that conduce to self-harm and harm to other beings,
such as trading in weapons, humans, animals for meat, intoxicants, and
poisons.23
FAMILY

The family concept that suits this economic thought most is the extended
family24 where both the householder and his wife co-reside with their
children, parents, and workers,25 while fulfilling some mutually beneficial
duties towards each other. In this family concept, the family members,
more specifically the householder, his wife and the workers, share the
work inside the household. The householder is the family head and is
the main income-generator by way of undertaking an occupation in
agriculture, business or government service. He shares with his wife the
role of altruistic headship in making family decisions for the benefit of the
family members.
This family concept with an extension to society is explained in the
Sigālaka Sutta.26 The society has six constituents: parents, teachers, wife
and children, friends and relatives, employees, and religious teachers.27
The family head has the simultaneous roles of son to parents, student to
teachers, husband to wife, father to children, friend to friends, relative
to relatives, employer to employees, and devotee to religious teachers.
He is expected to fulfill his duties towards each and every constituent
who in turn reciprocates. The natural benefit of the rightful fulfillment
of duties towards each other is the creation of a binding family. The
respective duties of each family member are explained enshrined in the
four sources of treatments, namely, sharing, speaking pleasantly, working
constructively, and treating each person equally.28 The four treatments are
like four pins of a wheel axle.29 If the pins are lost or broken, the wheel
23. AN III 208
24. AN III 43
25. AN III 45; see also DN II 74
26. DN III 180—192
27. DN III 188—189; 191—2
28. AN II 32
29. AN II 32
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comes loose from the axle. Analogously, as long as the four treatments
are practiced, the family and in turn the society could enjoy economic
prosperity and moral happiness for a long time.
PERSISTENT EFFORT

A good family economy implies the availability of a sufficient wealth.
The householder who is responsible for providing facilities for the
family members and dependents is also responsible for earning this
wealth.30 It is this production aspect that is identified as “persistent
effort” of the householder. “By whatsoever work a householder earns his
living – whether by farming, by trading, by cattle herding, by archery,
by government service, or any other kind of craft – at that he becomes
skillful and is not lazy. He is endowed with the power of discernment as
to the proper ways and means; he is able to carry out his allocated duties.
This is called persistent effort”.31
The work is an opportunity to cultivate good qualities within; every
good deed practiced benefiting others enriches the person morally. The
present good work lays a foundation for the performance of future good
works. The law of cause and effect does not operate as a destiny. The
individual is free to make changes to the process, and in turn to his
life through effort. A good work is measured by considering to what
extent both the doer and the society could benefit from it. Hence, the
householder avoids such jobs that bring destruction to animals, human
beings or natural resources. Repeated and righteous endeavor in one’s
work helps produce a sufficient wealth. However, earning a good income
by righteous means is not easy. In this connection, the Dhammapada says,
“Life is lived with difficulty by him who is modest, who always seeks the
pure, who is unclinging and unboastful and whose living is clean”.32 On
the other hand, it is easy to lead a shameful life “with skills of a crow”.33
However, what is praiseworthy and morally correct is the righteous living.
30. AN III 76—78
31. AN IV 281
32. Dhp 245
33. Dhp 244
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If a person who did wrong recognizes and admits that he did wrong and
corrects himself, that person had made progress.34 Contemplation on the
mistakes of one’s own and of others from time to time may help avoid
making similar mistakes again.35
PROTECTION

The protection of one’s wealth by righteous means is as important as the
production of wealth. A discourse defines it: “Herein … whatsoever wealth
a householder is in possession of, obtained by effort, justly acquired by
righteous means – such he husbands well by guarding and watching so
that the government would not confiscate it, thieves would not steal, the
fire would not burn, flood would not carry away, nor ill disposed heirs
remove. This is the protection of one’s earning”.36 The wise householder
avoids risks in the production and maintenance of his wealth, the causes
that make the family economy decline such as: to pay no attention to
what is lost, not to repair what is damaged, to know no moderation in
one’s lifestyle and to give authority to a male or female waster to run
the household affairs.37 If the householder identifies and pays attention to
what is lost and damaged, and practices moderation in consumption, that
helps save wealth and balance the family budget. Neglect of the protection
aspect put’s one’s effort in the production in vain.
HAPPINESS OF PRODUCTION

An economically successful family has the benefit of experiencing several
schemes of happiness. One relevant here presents four types: happiness
caused by possessing sufficient wealth earned honestly, happiness
produced by being able to spend that wealth in ways that benefit to the
whole family and beyond, happiness caused by being free from debts, and
happiness caused by blameless conduct of the family members.38 The wise
34. DN I 85
35. AN IV 160
36. AN IV 281—282
37. AN II 249
38. AN II 69
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householder who earns a sufficient wealth energetically and righteously39
enjoys the first happiness. Though there are numerous ways one could
gain wealth, he selects only those that come within the moral framework
of abstention from evil and performance of good for he knows the law of
dhamma that one could enjoy the happiness of self-sufficiency of wealth,
only if that wealth were to have acquired by righteous means.
TRADING

A sizable number of instructions on family economy are concerned
with the things to be done and not to be done by a good businessman.
For example, the traders who work towards obtaining new wealth or
multiplying his profit are advised to keep strict attention to their business
in all four periods of the day — in the morning, at noon, in the afternoon,
in the evening.40 This advice exemplifies the general dictum that one must
do one’s work well in the beginning, well in the middle, and well in the
end.
The businessman who expects to make his business progress should
cultivate some qualities: he should have clear knowledge, be clever and
have a good reputation. To know the value of goods is what is meant
by good knowledge. Profit is possible if one buys goods less than the
price at which he can sell them.41 At the same time, the businessman
should be skillful in buying, measuring and marketing,42 and be friendly
with bankers and other businessmen. Thus he builds a good reputation
and inspires confidence in his character and his business. If the other
businessmen have confidence in him, they will not hesitate to lend him
money and wealth at times of his downfall.43
HAPPINESS OF THE DEBTLESS

Freedom from debts is another happiness that the householder could enjoy.
39. AN III 45; It 66
40. AN I 115—116
41. AN I 116
42. AN I 116
43. AN I 117
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However, it could be enjoyed only by those who use their robust strength,
vigor and energy to make their investments productive and profitable.
Making loans for investment is not opposed, but excessive borrowing for
any purpose is discouraged. Those who do not repay their debts, especially
those who have the ability to do so are severely criticized. For the Buddha,
those persons who do not try to pay back their debts and who even deny
that they have borrowed at all are the “outcaste”. To gain the happiness of
being free from debts, the wise borrower invests carefully the wealth that
he borrows. It is said that if a person wastes the money he borrows, he will
“dig his roots himself”.44 On the other hand, if a person invests borrowed
money properly, he is destined to have the joy that comes from having
contracted a loan and having set a business on its feet, and developed it
successfully to the point that he is able to pay off all his debts, and support
his family and children from the savings he managed to put aside.45
IDLENESS

By being constantly active, watchful and accurate, the householder can
produce a sufficient wealth to maintain a good economy. Idleness is a
harmful quality for both economic and moral success. In his discourse to
Sigāla, some perils of idleness are identified: A man says, it is too cold,
and does no work. He says, it is too hot, and does no work. He says, it
is too early and does no work. He says, it is too late, and does no work.
He says, I am too hungry, and does no work. He says, I am too full, and
does no work. And while all that he should do remain undone, he makes
no money, and even the wealth he already has dwindles away.46 This
discourse needs no more explanations.
EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE

A good relationship between the employer and his employees processes
a good production. Good management depends on mutual support from
44. DN III 185
45. DN I 71—72
46. See Walpola Rahula, What the Buddha Taught, New York: Grove Press Inc.,
1974, p.121
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both parties. Each has his own duties and responsibilities to fulfill and
certain rights to be honored. The good employer builds confidence among
employees by apportioning work wisely among them appropriate to their
skills and strengths, providing them with food and wages, tending them
in sickness, sharing special benefits with them, and giving them rest and
holidays at proper times.47 It is in the duty of the employer to manage
his business properly. Proper management helps the employees to work
confidently both physically and mentally. No one would like to work in a
confused place. The clever employer understands the respective abilities
and skills of his employees and appoints them for specific positions
accordingly. Persons who lack abilities in certain jobs would get into
serious difficulty if the employer were to assign them to do. Such bad
apportioning would have bad effects in production. The wise employer
provides adequate wages to the employees and shares from time to time
his profits by giving them bonuses. In case of the employees’ sickness, he
takes special care of them by providing medical assistance. Employees
who enjoy the benefits of their employment with the goodwill of the
employer reciprocate that good will by dutiful and pleasing service. This
is the way of dhamma.
To come to work early and to complete the day’s work carefully
and earnestly are the two most important duties of employees.48 In the
discourse to Sigāla, some duties of the employee are listed. The employee
rises before the master rises, that is, he comes to work on time. He goes to
sleep after the master, that is, he works the full length of his shift. He takes
only what the employer gives. He completes his work well and speaks
well about the employer and the workplace. Stealing includes taking
property dishonestly and also wasting time and energy. If the employee
expects his salary without doing sufficient work, or if the employer does
not pay sufficient wages for the actual performance of the employee, both
are stealing from or cheating each other. According to the dhamma way,
cheating cannot produce confidence and peace.

47. DN III 190—191
48. DN III 191
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HAPPINESS OF CONSUMPTION

The householder gains wealth for the purpose of using it for one’s own
and to give to others by way of fulfilling one’s family and social duties.
49
He derives happiness from allocating wealth for use benefiting family
and society. By supporting the family members, he enables them to live
in comfort. Further, he shares his wealth with friends securing his family
against all misfortunes, supports his relatives, receives guests, performs
religious and social activities, and pays taxes to the government.50 In brief,
the good householder who uses his wealth to meet the needs of him, his
family and his community is happy.51
WOMAN’S ROLE

In this economic system, the woman serves the family playing different
roles: householder’s wife, mother of children, and the house-manager
under whom servants and workers serve. Most importantly, she takes the
responsibility of managing the family wealth earned by her husband, and
using it for the benefit of the whole family. She is the one who assigns the
tasks and makes payments to the servants and workers.52 The woman’s
supremacy in the household affairs is further evident from the fact that
most of her duties towards her husband are appropriated in the proper
management of the household. One important duty of the householder is
to hand over the authority of the family wealth to his wife.53 She in return
is expected to perform her household duties earnestly, being hospitable
to her husband’s relatives, remaining strictly faithful to her husband,
protecting his earnings and being skillful and industrious in all her affairs.54
Her powerful place within the family is further strengthened through her
good conduct.55 All heroes, leaders and even kings are born to women.56
As mother, the woman teaches and guides children on a path to becoming
49. SN I 32
50. AN III 45—46; A II 67—68
51. SN I 33
52. AN IV 269
53. DN III 190
54. DN III 190
55. SN IV 246—251
56. SN I 86
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good citizens. The children who are being raised properly will repeat the
same when they become parents, creating the continuation of the family
line. In the ideal family, the parents dissuade their children from what is
bad, persuade them to do good, educate them properly, get them married
at an appropriate age and hand over an inheritance at a right time.57
BALANCED LIVELIHOOD

The proper use of one’s earned wealth is introduced with a new economic
concept of balanced livelihood and is defined in a text as follows: “one,
knowing his income and expenses, leads a balanced life, neither extravagant
nor miserly, knowing that thus his income will stand in excess of his
expenses, but not his expenses of his income.”58 This person is compared
to a man who, holding up a scale, weighs, knows by how much it will
tilt up.59 Further, one’s spending should be reasonable and appropriate to
his income, neither too much nor too little. If a person with little income
were to lead an extravagant life, rumor would say of him, “This person
eats wealth like those who eat the fruit of a glamorous fig tree”, and if
a person with a large income were to lead a wretched life, rumor would
say of him, “This person will die like a starveling”. Balanced livelihood
thus is a middle way of consumption, and as such it avoids extremes of
miserliness on the one hand and extravagant life on the other. Life lived
following the middle way should be simple, moderate, and with an easily
controllable budget. The more one’s earning is exceeded by spending, the
more the difficulties one has to face. That is the rule.
SAVING

This family economic thought, however, does not encourage the
householder to consume everything he earns. In detailing this, the
householder is advised to divide his income into four portions: only one
portion out of the four is to be used for one’s day-to-day living expenses
such as buying daily bread and providing other necessities for the family.
57. DN III 189
58. AN IV 282
59. AN IV 282—283
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Two portions are to be used for the stability and progress of his business.
This could include paying wages to his employees and buying the raw
materials required for running his business. The remaining portion is to be
saved for use in case of natural and other kinds of disasters and tragedies.60
Saving wealth is not possible for the morally wrong doers. Addiction to
womanizing, alcohol and drugs, and gambling, and also having friendship,
companionship, and intimacy with evil doers are among the sources for
the destruction of amassed wealth61 that force to consuming everything
the householder earns. The wastrel as he can expect only the decrease of
wealth, for it is like a man who closes the four inlets and opens the four
outlets of a big water tank that has also no adequate rainfall, can expect
only the decrease of the water of the tank, not the increase. On the other
hand, abstinence from these sources conditions increase of wealth. Just as
the person who opens four inlets and closes the four outlets of a water tank
which has adequate rainfall can expect the increase of water in the tank, not
its decrease, the person who avoids those ill practices can expect a gradual
increase of his wealth. Addiction to alcohol and drugs wastes one’s health,
wealth, happiness, and good name.62 One addicted to alcohol and drugs,
says the Buddha, would confront an actual loss of wealth, an increase in
quarrels, a susceptibility to disease, an evil reputation, indecent exposure,
and the ruining of one’s intelligence. Similarly, one addicted to sauntering
in streets at unseemly hours would be unprotected and unguarded, not to
mention his wife, children, and property. He becomes subject to suspicion
and false allegations with respect to evil deeds. He is also likely to be
beset with misfortune.63
NEEDS AND GREED

Essential consumption is not a waste; rather it is the purpose of earning
wealth. Hoarding food and wealth is condemned strongly.64 One should
save only for use in need, not for miserly collecting. To save more than
60. DN III 188
61. AN IV 283
62. DN III 182—183
63. DN III 183
64. AN I 87; DN III 90
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one will need is a kind of waste. Similarly, to spend more than one’s
need is also a kind of waste. The highest limit of earning wealth depends
on contentment. As a scholar puts it, “we can satisfy only our need, not
our greed”. If our aim is to satisfy our greed, then resources in the world
are limited, but we got enough if our aim is to satisfy our needs.65 Greed
conditions many ills in the world. The law of dhamma on this works
as follows: The more one craves the more one searches; the more one
searches the more one gains; the more one gains the more one makes
judgments; the more one judges the more one wants; the more one wants
the more one tries to get; the more one tries to get the more one acquires;
the more one acquires the more one becomes selfish; the more selfish one
becomes the more one needs security; to satisfy one’s need for security one
has to keep weapons and this conditions quarrels and various evil deeds.66
Clothes, food, housing, medicine, and some utensils67 are considered as
one’s basic needs but the pursuit of those when driven by excessive greed,
humans go against other humans. According to the law of dhamma, one
cannot find enough satisfaction in sleeping, taking intoxicants or having
sex. The more one engages in them, the more one wants.68 Craving is like
a blazing fire. It burns every fuel in whatever amount one puts in. The
worldly people are slaves of craving.69 Hence the wise householder is
expected to identify the basic needs and earn a sufficient wealth to satisfy
them with some limits.
Over-consumption affects health. Those who eat more than they require
as well those who eat much below the level of their earnings for hoarding
wealth are sick. Only moderate consumption can make healthy people.
This is illustrated in a story concerning King Pasenadi of Kosala.70 The
king at that time ate a large amount of cooked rice. Once he came to the
Buddha after his lunch, breathing heavily. The Buddha, seeing the king was
breathing heavily said, if a man is always mindful, and knows moderation
65. See E.F. Shumacher, Small is Beautiful as if People Mattered, New York:
Harper and Row Publishers, 1973
66. AN IV 400—401; See also DN II 58—61
67. SN II 194—195
68. AN I 261
69. MN II 68
70. SN I 81—82
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in the food he takes, his pains diminish, and the food is digested slowly,
preserving his longevity.71 Since then the king made him recollect this
statement during his meals. Then he gradually restricted himself, taking
one cupful of rice at the most. On a later occasion, with his body well
slimmed, stroking his body, the king said: Buddha has indeed shown his
compassion towards me in both ways, for this world and the next.
GOOD FRIENDS

The householder should have good friends and the good friends are part of
the family economic plan. Good friends are possible for those who cultivate
good qualities such as confidence, virtue, charity and wisdom. One who
possesses them would be able to act with the confidence of the confident,
with the virtue of the virtuous, with the charity of the charitable and with
the wisdom of the wise.72 The good friends share their time, energy, skills,
knowledge and wealth with each other. It is this cooperative and sincere
attitude towards each other that makes good friendship possible.73 Real
friends are an asset to the householder because they support and protect
him when in need; particularly when the householder is heedless, they
extend their protection to householder’s family members, relatives and
friends.74 The helper – anyone who is the same in happiness and adversity,
who gives good counsel and who sympathizes – is a good friend type. The
intelligent householder avoids foes in the guise of friends. The rapacious
person, the person who renders lip service, the flatterer and the wastrel all
belong to this category.
POVERTY AND SOCIAL DISORDER

Government’s responsibility with reference to family economy cannot be
neglected. Poverty and social disorder in the country affect the economy
of the households. These two issues are interrelated and interdependent.
Social disorder occurs because of poverty, and vice versa. Both may occur
71. SN I 81
72. AN IV 282
73. DN III 190
74. DN III 190
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due to a decline in the practice of moral values. One discourse identifies
the leading cause for social disorder to be the lack of distribution of wealth
and resources for the needy. In that society poverty grew rife because
of resources not being distributed well. When poverty grew rife, people
started to steal; then the production and the use of weapons increased.
This resulted in an increase of violence and murder. With this, lying, evil
speech, adultery, abusive and idle talk increased. Then covetousness and
ill will, false opinions, incest, wanton greed, perverted lust, and hundreds
of other evils started to increase.75
Then what are the solutions presented for the elimination of poverty
and social disorder? A discourse gives us an account of how the king
Mahāvijita, having accepted the instructions of his advisor, eradicated
crimes by implementing a plan that would successfully eliminate poverty
and, as a result, social disorder. The main program of the king consisted
of the king provided grains and other agricultural facilities for the farmers
and planters; he provided capital for traders and businessmen, and he also
provided adequate wages for government servants.76 According to the
discourse, after having jobs to do the people of that society followed their
own business. They did not harass the country any more. Gradually the
government’s revenue increased and the country became peaceful again.
The discourse states further that the population was so pleased that they
danced their children in their arms. They dwelt with open doors.77
Because natural resources are limited, it is the duty of the government
to see the equal and adequate distribution of these resources among
its people. Otherwise the greedy will exploit the natural resources for
their own advantage. The actions of the greedy push the needy into an
increasingly desperate poverty. In brief, as one scholar said, one person’s
need may be stolen by another person’s greed. Elimination of greed cannot
be done solely by implementing the man-made law and its punishments.
It must be accompanied by a programme to improve ethical and social
values of the people.
75. DN III 70—71
76. DN I 135—136
77. DN I 136
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CONCLUSION

In the above discussion, we saw several intrinsically interrelated, interactive,
and interdependent aspects and areas of family economics that demand singly
or collectively that its stakeholders strictly adhere to the ethical and moral
norms laid down by the Buddha if they are to achieve the expected material
well-being and moral happiness while winning as lay people both this world
and the next world. The ethical framework of this family economic plan has
the respect for the rights of all living beings to live and make a living, as
its foundation. As such, it invites its stakeholders to adjust their lifestyles
and economic goals to the norm of “moderation” while practicing the rules
of law and discipline (dhamma) that are grounded on such universally
accepted good principles (dhamma) as simplicity, truthfulness, nonviolence,
friendship, compassion, social justice, and equality, the qualities of “global
citizen”. It demands that governments take policy decisions on providing
basic facilities and creating employment opportunities for the families to
earn a living while enriching their social life.
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